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Classwize
Empowering teachers in today’s digital classrooms

Greater student engagement.
Empowering teachers to drive better outcomes.
In today’s internet-connected classrooms,
teachers need greater visibility and management
over what and how their students are accessing
the internet.
Classwize is a simple-to-use, highly effective
dashboard that lets teachers see and shape
internet access in real time, to help students stay
focused and avoid digital distractions.

“Classwize provides a birds eye view of how each student is
progressing through a lesson, enabling realtime teachable moments
and support. Teachers love the focused browsing feature, the ability
to instant message individual students to build confidence and
capacity, and enjoy rewarding students for responsible behaviour and
achievements by safely allowing broader access to the internet.”
eHub Operations / Communications
Whakatane High School
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Classwize
Classwize allows teachers to have full screen visibility
of every supported device in their classroom. With
flexibility to manage students at an individual or class
level, teachers can message students or the entire
group as well as open tabs for the class or individual
students.
Teachers can also incentivise the right behaviour by
rewarding students by allowing time-limited access
to sites that are normally blocked.

The Features
• Teacher visibility & management of
all student and device internet access
during lessons
• Tailored internet access to suit lesson
requirements
• Screen visibility
• Block/allow internet access as
required via easy to set policies
• Focus the class, restricting access to
specific sites or apps
• Override school filtering to block/
allow access as required
• Control and focus access to specific
sites & web applications

“The introduction of Classwize took Linewize to the next level by
giving classroom teachers greater control around how students were
using the internet. This was not just about filtering out inappropriate
websites but enabling teachers to empower students with the ability to
use the internet appropriately.”
Veronica Stevens, Deputy Principal
Wellesley College

About Linewize
The Linewize ecosystem is used by over 18,000 schools and 9 million students across the globe. It’s a unique response to the
challenge of today’s connected learning environments, supporting the integration of technology, education and engagement
to create cyber safe communities where students thrive.

For more information visit linewize.io or email sales@linewize.io
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